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About This Game

Elephant Games, the studio that brought you Haunted Hotel and Hallowed Legends series, warns you to prepare for the end of
the world in the next thrilling chapter of Chimeras!

A dark shadow falls over the city of Munich during a solar eclipse, causing a chain of supernatural events and shocking murders.
The police are baffled and need your help to solve the crimes. But another darker force is at work, and there are whispers of a
secret society. A fortune teller warns of a mysterious wanderer who holds the key to the city's fate. She claims you're the one

who will guide his path. Your choices will have consequences! Will you cause its destruction, or will you raise it from the ashes?
Find out in this heart-pounding hidden-object puzzle adventure!

Play the bonus game to catch a secret society member's murderer!
Hunt for morphing objects and tarot cards

Collect and display morphing chimeras
Earn special achievements

Use the available strategy guide
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This is just the kind of space game we have all been looking for.

Shame it is so short (2 hours). Its fun but it's buggy at the same time. I've had to relaunch it quite a few times after some
interface components wouldn't go away. Overall very fun though!!. This game is unplayable (in term of gameplay). Not worth
any money.. Bio Menace is too old to be worth playing if you weren't a PC gamer in the DOS era, but it has held up well enough
that it's worth playing if it has nostalgia value for you. Load it up (now without having to worry about editing your config.sys
file!) and enjoy the catchy Sound Blaster music, and the plentiful gibs that monsters explode into.

Oh yeah, and the guy's rockin' mullet.. I really like the concept but i wish they had not gone for this objective based puzzle, high
score or puzzle quest style battles just would have worked better. I suppose that stuff could exist... but because not every puzzle
is solvable (theres a puzzle where you have to break 15 blocks and not once has 15 blocks even so much as spawned on the
puzzle, its just rng hoping the layout works in your favor) I am unable to progress any farther without just getting lucky.

I'll likely keep with it and hope the rng rolls in my favor but i cannot reccomend the game.. Image & Form Games did it again.
the game is a Diamond...i love it since it released for nintendo and i waited for it to release on pc too. Graphics are colorful and
cute,music is what it must be for the game, characters are awesome and very artistic as the other games. i turned on my pc and
bough it without second though. 10/10 for me.
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Good game.May be dead though.Nothing from the devs or any updates for quite a while.. Dedicated one man developer. Is a
passion project. Fun game. Has bugs that need working out, but the core of it is there.. THIS GAME IS NUTS! ...my wrists hurt
more than my eyes.. If you like "XCOM-likes," then this is right up your alley. While flawed, Mutant Zero is incredibly
impressive for something done by such a small team. The world is gorgeous, the atmosphere and music are on point, and the
characters are really fun. I have three major criticisms:

1) The scrap metal currency system feels really redundant on harder difficulties when there's no chance to really heal outside of
medkits; when you visit the shop you have a nice selection of items, but inevitably you only buy medkits because you can't
afford to risk getting other items. I do wish you could sell old items - having "loose change" would help alleviate that problem.

2) Some of the enemies do feel overpowered and unbalanced. It sucks that the med-bots essentially have instant auto-revive
capabilities, and if you don't take Shamans out instantly it's a royal pain. I wish that perhaps they required an extra turn to
prepare those actions.

3) In the beginning of the game a really fantastic stealth takeout system is introduced: it's brilliant to silently follow behind
enemies and take them out quietly so that when the main battle begins their numbers are lower. The problem is, this mechanic is
kind of forgotten midway through the game. Or rather I should say, it's still important but a lot of enemies end up being
impossible to take down in a single turn (and if you fail to do that, then they call an entire army against you). Thankfully
towards the end of the game the problem is offset a bit with EMP abilities in weapons.

Overall though, this is really an exceptional game that became addictive really quickly. I pretty much beat this game in a week
because I couldn't step away from the keyboard. For the money, it's absolutely worth it, and I think this is a great opportunity to
support smaller developers.. This is solid LEGO game.
My wife and our son loves to play it, so it does it's job well enought.
It's not too easy game for adults and still easy enoguht for 4 yrs old to play the game with parents.

Like most of LEGO games it got some bugs here and there. Some might even crash the game. But there isn't too many bugs to
keep you away from playing this game.

. I LOVE THE RAPTOR!!!!
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